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Optimisation-based Design of a Manipulator for Harvesting Capsicum
Christopher Lehnert∗, Tristan Perez∗ and Christopher McCool∗
Abstract— This paper presents a global-optimisation frame-
work for the design of a manipulator for harvesting capsicum
(peppers) in the field. The framework uses a simulated capsicum
scenario with automatically generated robot models based on
DH parameters. Each automatically generated robot model is
then placed in the simulated capsicum scenario and the ability
of the robot model to get to several goals (capsicum with
varying orientations and positions) is rated using two criteria:
the length of a collision-free path and the dexterity of the end-
effector. These criteria form the basis of the objective function
used to perform a global optimisation. The paper shows a
preliminary analysis and results that demonstrate the potential
of this method to choose suitable robot models with varying
degrees of freedom.
I. INTRODUCTION
Over the past three decades there has been an increasing
interest in the use of robotics for the harvesting of horti-
culture produce. This is a particularly challenging area for
robotics, which requires a fruit detection system, a dexterous
manipulator with an appropriate gripper for fruit picking, and
intelligent robotic motion planning and control systems.
A recent survey of projects for robotic harvesting of
horticulture crops reviewed 50 projects over the past 30 years
[1]. This review finds that during this time, the performance
of automated harvesting has not improved substantially.
About 12% of the surveyed projects report systematic design
methods. For example, the results reported in [3] shows
the optimal design of a robot for picking cucumbers. This
work focuses on the problem of finding the optimal link
lengths for the task of harvesting cucumbers in a 2D-
scenario incorporating obstacles. In [2], the design of a
manipulator for eggplant harvesting is described. The lat-
ter uses robot-structure theory to optimise the workspace
area and produce the most compact manipulator for the
task. The latter work, however, does not take into account
obstacles, such as branches, and whether the manipulator
can successfully reach fruit locations near these obstacles.
A comprehensive study of different optimisation techniques
useful for manipulator design was presented in [4]. Such a
study focuses on the design problem for a serial three link
manipulator and aims to optimise the workspace envelope of
the manipulator.
This paper presents a framework for optimising the design
of a robot manipulator for the specific task of autonomously
harvesting capsicums (peppers) in the field as depicted in
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Fig. 1. Image of capsicum grown in the field. For this example some
leaves have been removed for better visualisation of the capsicum position
and orientation.
Figure 1. The proposed optimisation framework uses a
comprehensive robot simulator which can take into account
a large number of real world problems such as collision
avoidance of a realistic scene with the manipulator and fast
path planning within a complex environment. In order to
evaluate a large number of Degrees-of-Freedom (DoF) and
their corresponding parameters, a genetic algorithm is used
which can handle mixed continuous and discrete parameters
as well as the non-convex and non-smooth nature of the
mathematical programming problem.
II. METHODOLOGY
A. Manipulator Functional and Operational Specifications
The key element in our approach is the mapping of the
functional and operational specifications of the manipulator
into a suitable objective function for optimisation. We seek a
robot manipulator to harvest capsicum in a field environment.
The workspace in the field environment is significantly dif-
ferent from that of capsicum cultivated in greenhouses, which
is described by the CROPs project [5]. For a typical capsicum
field in Queensland, Australia, the plant is grown within crop
rows in a soil bed covered by plastic. The workspace of the
manipulator depends on three main parameters: the crop row
spacing, plant spacing and the crop height. This is illustrated
in Figure 2. While the plant spacing can vary across different
farms a typical spacing was found to be 0.25m. A typical row
spacing and plant height was also found to be 0.7m and 0.5m
respectively.
The goal of the manipulator is to reach the fruit while
not damaging the branches of the plants. Plant damage can
reduce the yield of the crop. In this work, we consider the
requirement that the manipulator should avoid collisions with
branches while moving to target capsicum locations. In most
cases it would be impossible to produce a collision-free path
to the fruit when taking into account the leaves. The leaves
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the structure for a capsicum plant in the field. The
capsicum plant is planted approximately 0.25 meters apart and grows to a
height of 0.5 meters.
of the capsicum plant serve two important purposes; the first
is to harness energy; and the second is to protect the fruit
from sun damage. For this scenario, the leaves at the top of
the canopy are the most important and therefore, should not
be damaged. To make the simulation of the robot simpler,
we assume that the leaves at the front of the canopy have
been removed or can be collided with. Neighbouring plants
are also assumed to create a collision area (represented by
the dotted lines in Figure 2) and should be avoided by the
manipulator. The main stem of the capsicum plant can grow
at different angles but for simplicity, is simulated as a vertical
cylinder near the target location. The manipulator should
be designed to successfully reach the target capsicum while
avoiding the collision areas such as: the top of the canopy,
the neighbouring plants and the main stem.
B. Optimisation Problem
The optimisation problem can be defined as finding the
optimal parameters β∗ for each link of an n-DoF serial link
robot manipulator:
β∗ = argmin
β
C(β), (1)
where
β =
[
γi, γi+1, . . . γn
]
,
and the parameters of the i-th link are
γi =
[
di, θi, ai, αi, δi
]
.
The latter consist of the four continuous Denavit-Hartenberg
(DH) parameters di, θi, ai, αi and a fifth discrete parameter
δi ∈ {0, 1} which corresponds to the joint type, revolute
or prismatic. The combination of the DH parameters for
each serial link of a manipulator determines its overall
configuration and size. The four DH parameters correspond
to two translational (di and ai) and two rotational (θi and αi)
parameters. See [6] for a more detailed definition of these
parameters. If a link includes a revolute joint then the joint
angle θi is a control variable and not a design parameter.
On the other hand, if the link includes a prismatic joint then
di (the joint offset) is the control variable instead. The four
continuous DH parameters can be reduced down to three
design parameters for each link.
The objective function considered for the optimisation
problem is defined as the sum of costs associated with
the path length and with the manipulator’s dexterity. The
objective function for a given set of robot design parameters
β is
C(β) =
NT∑
i=1
Cipath(β) + wC
i
dex(β) (2)
where i is the index of the target pose, NT is the total
number of targets, Cjpath(β) is the cost associated with the
length of a collision-free path to the goal pose of a capsicum
and Cdex(β) is the cost associated with a measure of the
manipulators dexterity once it has reached the goal pose. A
weighting w is also added which is used to balance the cost
between the path length and dexterity metric.
C. Cost for collision-free path length
The collision-free path length was used as a cost within
the objective function and is defined as
Cpath(β) =
N∑
k=2
√
(pk − pk−1) (pk − pk−1)T (3)
which corresponds to the sum of Euclidean distances be-
tween each Cartesian point pk =
[
xk, yk, zk
]
that
describes the position of the end effector at a function of
the discrete-time interval tk.
The shortest collision-free path is generated using a
Rapidly exploring Random Tree (RRT) path planner built
into the robot simulator. This algorithm is efficient for
computing collision-free paths for a high DoF robot within a
set of environment obstacles [7]. This approach also performs
self collision checks by taking into account the manipulator’s
physical constraints. This ensures that a feasible robot path
is found.
D. Cost for manipulator dexterity at fruit location
The second component of the cost used to determine the
optimal manipulator is a metric for dexterity, also referred
to as manipulability. The common method to compute the
dexterity of a manipulator is based on the manipulators
Jacobian J(q) which is a function of the configuration
variables q associated with the joints. The Jacobian is used
to map the joint velocities q˙ into Cartesian velocities of the
end effector:
x˙ = J(q)q˙ (4)
where the Jacobian is an m × n matrix, in which m is the
number of DoF of the end effector and n is the number of
joints.
A balanced measure of dexterity for a manipulator can be
found by using the determinant of the Jacobian detJ, which
is based on the product of its singular values. The magnitude
of the singular values for a Jacobian is proportional to
the amount of motion achievable in each dimension of the
Cartesian workspace.
When the Jacobian is non-square, the square root of
det(JJT) can be used and normalised with respect to the
number of joints n by taking the nth-root instead. The cost
associated with the dexterity is defined as the inverse
Cdex (β) =
1
n
√
det
(
J (q)J(q)
T
) (5)
E. Optimization Algorithm
The optimisation problem is non-smooth due to the re-
quirement of a collision-free path of the end effector. Also,
due to the non-linear nature of the objective function, the
problem is non-convex. Hence, an optimisation algorithm
that can handle these characteristics of the problem should
be used.
We chose to use a genetic algorithm since it can handle
non-convex and non-smooth optimisation problems and can
also handle mixed continuous and discrete problems [4]. The
genetic algorithm is an iterative random search which adapts
parameters towards local minimum. The random search
allows the algorithm to overpass small variations in the
objective function and hence avoids stopping at local minima.
Genetic algorithms work on the principle of a population
of points and do not focus on a single point. For each
iteration the genetic algorithm performs three operations on
the population of points: selection, crossover and mutation.
A more detailed description of the algorithm can be found
in [9]
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Experimental setup
In order to compute the objective function for each set of
design parameters, a robot simulator was used to automati-
cally generate a robot manipulator based on a given set of
DH parameters. The Virtual Robot Experimentation Platform
(VREP) [10] is chosen since it includes fully-featured robot
simulation scenarios. The simulator also includes an API
for MATLAB. This allows for rapid development of the
tools necessary to optimise robot designs using the MAT-
LAB optimization toolbox, which features a well-supported
genetic algorithm [11]. The VREP software allows for the
easy creation of realistic 3D environments that resemble the
workspace of the harvesting task. The task environment can
also be easily modified for other environments, such as a
greenhouse system instead of the field.
On average each objective function evaluation takes ap-
proximately 10 seconds to compute. If all five parameters for
each link for a six to eight DoF manipulator are optimised
via a brute force search then this would take an infeasible
amount of time.
Fig. 3. Image of chosen target capsicum poses for the simulation.
TABLE I
EXPERIMENT PARAMETERS
Population size Crossover rate Elite count (%) Length (mm)
250 0.8 5 50 ≤ a ≤ 350
To reduce the complexity of the problem some sim-
plifications of the DH parameters can be made. A first
simplification is to only include the link length a and the
link twist α. In our work we find that the parameter d in
the revolute and θ in the prismatic case create complex links
that in, majority of cases, produce robots that never reach the
goal. Essentially this parameter saturates the solution space
with infeasible configurations making it increasingly difficult
for the optimisation algorithm to converge to an optimal
solution.
A second simplification involves reducing the rotational
parameter α to the discrete values α ∈ {0, 90◦}. This
is based on the assumption that majority of optimal twist
angles are either zero or 90◦. This is based on the idea that
these two twist angles have the largest degree of separation,
maximising the workspace of the manipulator.
We also attain a reduction in the search space by allowing
prismatic joints on the first two links only. This aligns with
most commercial manipulators. The reason for this constraint
is that the outcome of the optimisation may as well be used as
a guide for choosing a commercial manipulator rather than to
design a new one. Hence, we would like to identify whether
prismatic joints are beneficial at the base of the robot and if
so, in which orientation is best.
Table I shows the experiment parameters for the genetic
algorithm including the upper and lower bounds of the link
lengths. The weight w = 3 is empirically selected to balance
the cost between path length and dexterity.
Three target cases of fruit pose are selected that represent
three typical situations of capsicum on the real plant. These
are shown in Figure 3. The first case is chosen as the
most difficult one to reach since the fruit is situated behind
the main capsicum branch. The second and third cases are
chosen either side of the main branch but in two different
orientations to make sure the optimisation is not biased to
one side and that the manipulator can reach either side of
the plant at these typical orientations.
Three experiments are conducted to optimise a six-, seven-
and eight-DoF manipulator. These values were chosen be-
cause six is the minimum number of DoF required to reach
a target capsicum as the capsicum pose is constrained to
a six-DoF pose. A seven- and eight-DoF manipulator was
also chosen to see whether adding additional joints reduce
the objective function—in particular whether prismatic joints
at the base of the manipulator and in what orientation are
beneficial.
B. Optimisation Results
The results of our preliminary experiments, shown in
Figure 4, highlight the need for a solution with more than
6 DoF. It can be seen that the optimal six DoF solution has
(a) Six DoF Optimal Manipulator (b) Seven DoF Optimal Manipulator (c) Eight DoF Optimal Manipulator
Fig. 5. The collision-free path of the optimally designed manipulator for the first capsicum target, which is behind the plant stem. The yellow line
represents the path of the end effector for the robot.
a considerably higher value of the objective function than
either the seven or eight DoF solutions. Also, the eight DoF
shows only a marginal improvement compared to the seven
DoF solution.
These results suggest that adding another joint after seven
provides no significant benefit. In Table II, we summarise the
optimal parameters for the six, seven, and eight DoF manipu-
lators. The joint types are also shown for each solution where
P or R indicate a prismatic and revolute joint, respectively
and the integer specifies the number of consecutive links
of that joint type. For example, the eight-DoF solution was
found to be a P1R7 type which denotes that the first link is
prismatic and the seven following links are revolute.
Based on the above results, we conjecture that the optimal
solution for the capsicum harvesting task is a seven-DoF
robot manipulator. This is a balance between reducing the
value of the objective function as well as minimisation of
the manipulator’s complexity. The eight-DoF manipulator
produced a lower cost but at the expense of adding another
joint. Figure 5 depicts the optimal robot configurations for
each experiment with with the collision-free path to the target
location.
IV. CONCLUSION
This paper presents the use of a global optimisation
framework for the design of a manipulator for harvesting
capsicum in the field. We show preliminary results that
indicate the optimal manipulator is a seven-DoF manipulator
with one prismatic joint at the base (P1R6).
Future work will look into the addition of the link offset
parameter which is more difficult as the solution space is
populated with a larger number of infeasible robot arms.
Different scenarios will also be investigated such as the
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Fig. 4. The cost (value of the objective function) for each generation
curve for the optimal design of a six, seven and eight DoF manipulator for
capsicum harvesting.
TABLE II
THE OPTIMAL LINK PARAMETERS AND COST VALUES
Robot Type DH parameters Best Obj.
R6 a = [ 79, 89, 300, 180, 170, 14 ] 14.3
α = [ 0, 90◦, 90◦, 0, 90◦, 90◦ ]
P1R6 a = [ 71, 39, 46, 350, 330, 250, 25 ] 10.0
α = [ 0, 90◦, 90◦, 90◦, 90◦, 90◦, 90◦ ]
P1R7 a = [ 17, 113, 326, 331, 259, 40, 24, 25 ] 9.4
α = [ 90◦, 90◦, 90◦, 90◦, 0, 90◦, 90◦, 90◦ ]
optimisation for a greenhouse system instead of the field. In
order to make a selection of commercial arms, future work
will look into using models of commercial robots in the same
simulation scene.
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